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The Light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not
comprehend it.
Sometimes it takes the literal blotting out of the sun to force you
to remember your very small place in an exceedingly vast and
incomprehensible universe. This eclipse, occuring merely weeks
into the Class of 2021’s transition into medical school, offered a
powerful reminder that the world still turns, we live, and we die,
such as it has been for millennia. The stresses of medical school
and totality of your singular life stand so insignificant under the
shadow of the cosmos. Rest, be still and delight in the freedom of
self-forgetfulness.
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About The Antidote

Stories of healing and healers have been central to literary and artistic traditions
across diverse cultures and throughout human history. With little doubt, this
can be attributed in part to the fact that disease and suffering are fundamental
constants of the human condition. Thus, it is only natural that given the
inexorable human need to share their own subjective experience with others
that written, oral, and artistic expressions of human suffering would appear
time and time again as the cathartic result of this suffering. A key part of these
literary and artistic traditions has been the works of healers who not only suffer
as humans themselves but also bear witness to the sufferings of others. As means
of catharsis and rejuvenation, literary and artistic expressions by physicians
also serve as a reminder of the great privilege and responsibility to serve others.
The Antidote is a student-run and peer-reviewed journal founded in 2018 that
seeks to provide a venue for those at the Medical College of Georgia and Augusta
University to feature their literary and artistic works. The title, The Antidote, is
an acknowledgement of the fact that it is emotionally and personally difficult to
become a physician and to practice medicine in the 21st century, which presents
unique challenges that degrade the physician-patient relationship, strain the
resilience of those within the profession, and undercut the sacred nature of the
calling of the profession. Our journal believes that creative expression is salutatory
and that offering a forum for creative dialogues will encourage further engagement
with narrative medicine and promote a more humanistic approach to healthcare.
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From the Dean

Dear Colleagues,
Art and medicine — two disciplines that seem so different. I believe, however, that
the two are more intricately intertwined than most of us realize. The process of
observing a beautiful painting, for instance, can also teach us how much we can
learn about our patients by simply looking. Reading a moving essay or poem about
a patient’s or student’s experience reminds us of the innate humanism in medicine.
As physicians, we have a great responsibility to care for people, often in their
greatest time of need, and as future doctors, you will become an integral part of the
lives of your patients and their families. To your patients, you will be the human
part of their health care.
In the pages of this inaugural issue of The Antidote, there are dozens of artistic
reflections of your classmates’ experiences on their journey to a career in medicine,
all of which are reflective of the compassion and humanity you already show to
those who have trusted you to be part of their care.
We are proud of you and proud to be a part of that journey.
My best to you always,
David C. Hess, MD
Dean, Medical College of Georgia
Executive Vice President for
Medical Affairs and Integration, Augusta University
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From the Editors
January 2019
Dear Reader,
We are honored and excited to present to you the inaugural issue of The Antidote,
the only student-run and peer-reviewed journal that intersects medicine with the
humanities at the Medical College of Georgia. This journal was borne out of a
collaboration between several second-year medical students for whom writing
and art helped to reinforce their own calling to medicine, which inspired them to
create a platform to showcase the amazing works of their peers and mentors.
Our first edition features a diverse collection of prose, poetry, and art that offers
both serious and light-hearted approaches to reflecting on the journey in medicine.
The contributors include students, faculty, and staff from the Medical College of
Georgia, the Dental College of Georgia, and the College of Allied Health Sciences,
who provide a spectrum of perspectives. We hope that the variety of tones, topics,
and themes found within this issue will serve as a reminder of both the highs and
lows, the victories and defeats, and the rewards and costs of a life in medicine.
We would like to extend our greatest thanks to our faculty advisors for their
guidance, our faculty reviewers for their expertise, and our donors for their support.
Furthermore, this exciting and ambitious endeavor would not have been possible
without the dedication and hard work of our wonderful staff who were crucial to
the success of our journal. Finally, we would like to thank our contributing authors
and artists who have generously shared their work to help us better understand
and appreciate the humanism in medicine.
Please enjoy Volume 1 of The Antidote and may you find joy, inspiration, and
healing in the pages that follow.
Sincerely,
Bing (Edna) F. Wang
Editor-in-Chief, Co-Founder
Medical College of Georgia
Class of 2021

Griffen I. Allen, MBE
President, Co-Founder
Medical College of Georgia
Class of 2021
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Here Comes the Sun
Nicholas J. Austin, Benjamin Daniel
Third-year medical students
Medical College of Georgia

T

here is a tradition at St. Jude’s
Memorial Hospital: each time a baby
is born, an elevator-music rendition
of the Beatles’ “Here Comes the Sun” plays
softly. George Harrison’s voice is replaced
by an unimpressive flute and the drums are
removed entirely. The result is as beige as
the hospital walls, no doubt by design. The
patients don’t notice it at all while the staff
gets a brief reminder that, no matter what
is happening in their corner of the hospital,
life is winning out somewhere.
That thought never occurred to the medical
student, catching his breath after sprinting
up seven flights of stairs. He remembered
“Let it Be” playing at his grandfather’s
funeral, his uncle playing “Blackbird” on
guitar at his little sister’s baptism, and
maybe most importantly, “Come Together”
playing over a truck radio while he kissed
a girl for the first time. It was the drums
from that song he remembered the most Ringo just grooving away. Nothing fancy,
just grooving.
This morning, there was no time to dwell
on that memory. There was only time to
gasp for air and poke at his ribs, searching
for point tenderness to explain his chest
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pain. He always marveled at the decision to
put neurology on the highest available floor.
“Top of the body, top of the hospital,” he
thought. A glance at his wrist watch showed
6:43am, about forty-five minutes until
rounds.
Sweat ran across his forehead and one glob
slung itself across his glasses. The world was
a smudge as he looked up at the towering
bookshelf in front of him. It leaned so far
sideways as to form a parallelogram, filled
haphazardly with the seldom-used paper
charts.
The search began. Every page’s ink was
illegible from doctors’ handwriting or from
water damage, making an impossible task
even more difficult.
He’d been assigned the Filet Mignon
of scutwork. His patient’s sixteen item
problem list created a puzzle that evaded all
diagnostics and the solution might be found
in this bookshelf, or so he’d been told. The
silhouette of his attending stood looming in
his mind:
“With more history, comes more answers,”
she would boom.

Here Comes the Sun - Austin, Daniel

“With more history, comes more charting,”
the interns would whisper.
Apparently, the records mentioned
an elusive note that might hold the
explanation. Some detail that had been lost
across department transfers. Questioning
the patient was impossible given the coma.
Calling the secretaries on each floor was out
of the question. It would have to be a manual
excavation, an archeologic expedition. The
perfect job for the sorry-I-did-not-writedown-the-most-recent-I&O’s
medical
student.
His plan was simple, he would visit each
department in which the patient had stayed
until the chart was found. Except it was not
simple. Nothing in the tower of paper was
organized or legible.
“Fire sprinkler malfunction,” the secretary
spoke from behind him. The clacking of her
computer keys stopped for a moment. “If we
could read it, we sent it down to cardiology.”
“Why cardiology?” he asked.
The clacking started again. His wrist watch
ticked along and reminded him this was no
time for details.
Chaos met him as he entered the cardiology
wing. In a field obsessed with exercise, the
patients that were mobile were mobilized.
They walked up and down the hallways,
each accompanied by a nurse, the mass
forming a raging river of bodies. At the end
of the hallway, he could see the secretary’s
desk and the student felt a glimmer of hope.
He moved against the current of patients,

fighting towards the secretary but making
little progress. Tick-tick-tick went his
wristwatch, torturing him with the approach
of rounds. He moved past room 5274, then
5273. A patient tugged at his sleeve to ask
him a question and he was back at 5275.
Progress seemed impossible until…
A physician glided out of a room at the end
of the hall. He wore a white coat so long it
dragged on the floor. A bowtie decorated
with tiny flowers bloomed from his shirt
collar. His fine white hair was unkempt and
sprung in all directions.
He’d heard the rumors of Dr. Hubert, but
had never seen him. It was said he was the
oldest physician in the hospital, maybe in
the country. It was said he never ordered
a single diagnostic test. His physical exam
skills were so finely tuned that he merely
grazed patients and spoke their diagnosis.
He led a team of skeptics who always
ordered confirmatory tests hoping to catch
him in the wrong. Apparently, they never
had.
When he shuffled out of the room, another
medical student – Jonathan - waded into
the stream of patients behind him. Soon,
the river began to part in the middle. The
nurses, on seeing the ancient diagnostician,
were guiding their charges towards the wall.
Each was afraid to be touched and have
some horrible, unknown illness revealed.
The student steeled himself and lunged
into the clearing space. As he approached
the physician, the classmate looked at him
with wide eyes. Jonathan’s look pleaded he
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not take the chance, trying to save a friend
from a fate already met. The student skirted
as close to the wall as possible and the
flowers on the man’s bowtie grew larger as
he approached. There was no room to pass
shoulder to shoulder. He side stepped past
the mystic, smelling the aroma of flowers.
Success was nearly his until a patient lost
their balance and nudged the student,
forcing the tip of his finger to graze the
physician’s coat. The nurses held their
breath, waiting for the answer.
Like the sound of dust settling when a
door is opened into a long-forgotten room,
“costochondritis” escaped his lips.
“Not so bad,” the student thought.
Dr. Hubert walked into the next patient
room and life returned to the hallway. By
now, the student had reached the secretary.
She, unlike the prophet physician, had no
answers.
Neither neurology nor cardiology had the
chart and desperation was beginning to set
in. He had to go somewhere but did not
know where. He settled on the pathology
lab because pathology knows all, if only a
week late.
Passing the room closest to the stairwell, he
saw a classmate on her cardiology rotation
taking a history beside her resident. She
looked exhausted. The source of her
exhaustion was behind her: an electronics
cart holding two 20” speakers and a
subwoofer. A mixing board was fixed to the
side and a strange microphone that looked
10 |
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like an alien’s pointer finger was stretching
from the cart to the patient’s bed.
Her resident had become increasingly
obsessed with identifying obscure heart
murmurs. He was convinced that if only
they were louder, they could be diagnosed.
They’d stayed up late many nights, searching
for the perfect settings for the sound
equipment. She’d mistakenly mentioned
going to Berkley for sound design before
starting her path to medicine, the poor
woman.
Tick-tick-tick. There was no time to help
her. It was 7:13am.
Humid summer air met him as he ran
through the meditation garden separating
the hospital’s two towers. He was moving
at full throttle when a small thud and the
sound of snapping branches sent a golf ball
sailing over his shoulder.
“Oh Bradley,” a brash voice cried, “you
know I won’t touch ‘em if their systolic isn’t
under 150.”
Another thud. This time the student was
watching for it and was able to step out of
the ball’s path.
“Jimmy you say?” the voice continued. “Well
listen, Johnny-boy, you get the pressures
right and I’ll get your name right.”
A pause.
“No, I’m charting! These orders won’t sign
themselves, you know.”

Here Comes the Sun - Austin, Daniel

Again, there was the sound of snapping
branches, but it was not proceeded by a
thud. Instead of a golf ball, Nathan, another
classmate, emerged from the bush. The
medical student almost laughed, but the
Nathan gave him a sharp look. Instead, he
plucked a twig out of Nathan’s hair and
started running, leaving him to scavenge
for chipped golf balls.
Looking back as he ran, he could see Nathan
returning the golf balls to the surgeon.
The doctor stood, white coat billowing in
the wind, with a phone in one hand and a
golf club in the other, practicing his chips
between operations.
Pathology was blessedly cold after the
sprint. At the end of the corridor, behind a
half open door, came the horrible sound of
an electrical saw and blaring classical music.
He didn’t dare investigate. Fortunately, the
nurses’ station was next to him. The nurse
went to look for the chart, but by now the
student had run out of energy to hope.
Tick-tick-tick. 7:24am.
There was nothing to do now but run back
to meet the team and beg for forgiveness.
Better to be empty handed and on time
than empty handed and late. As he turned
to go, heartbroken, the nurse emerged from
the file room, two folders in hand.
“Got moved here because his biopsy results
were pending,” she said.
“Were?” He asked, heart in throat from
hesitant happiness.

“Yep, the results are scanned but won’t show
up in the EMR for a while. This top folder
is the report.”
Elated, the student ran back the way he
came.
Tick-tick-tick. 7:29am.
He rushed across the meditation garden,
dodging golf balls all the way, and into the
other tower.
Flinging himself back onto the neurology
floor, where his odyssey began, he caught
site of the team crowded around his patient’s
door. He rushed towards them, more globs
of sweat covering his glasses, and held up
the folder with a triumphant grin on his
face. The intern caught his eye and gave
the tiniest shake of his head. Confused, the
student slowed, feeling self-conscious and
thinking there was something they knew
that he did not. It definitely would not be
the first time.
Frowning, the student joined the team. The
intern’s hand guided him to the center of
the pack, providing a clear view into the
patient’s room, which was in shambles. At
the foot of the bed was a crying woman. On
the bed, was the patient. Not the version
known to the woman. Not the version his
high school friends had snuck out late with
to play football on the school field, two
weeks after he’d been cut from the team.
Not even the version the student had placed
his stethoscope on each morning, listening
to the rhythmic thud of a heartbeat.
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The voices were muffled. The oncelooming attending, now looking a little
smaller, talked quietly with the newly made
widow. Part of the student felt ghoulish for
watching. Another part just wanted to know
what was being said, what words were okay
to use, which were best to avoid. He wanted
to know how much explaining there was,
and how much consoling, and how much
listening. He wanted to take in every detail
because that room was filled with a broken
calmness he didn’t know how to navigate.
Moments turned into minutes and he did
not notice the tick-tick-tick of his watch
for paying such close attention. Then the
attending was walking out of the room, and
the team was parting to let her through.
All but the medical student, who stood
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holding the patient chart. Glancing down,
the attending guessed at its purpose and
took it with a kind smile. Then, she led the
team into the next wing of the hospital. The
attending paused to feel her breath move in
and out of her lungs, and then walked into
the next patient’s room.
Above them, the speakers crackled to life
and the soft chords and gentle melody
of ‘Here comes to Sun’ drifted through
St. Jude’s Hospital. The medical student
thought that hospitals were strange places
of life and healing for some, of debilitation
and death for others, and, strangest of all,
places of work for many. And the work goes
on.
“But, on a good day,” He thought, “life is
winning out somewhere.”

Diver - Benjamin M. Brown

Diver is a figure study rendered using charcoal. This piece was created to demonstrate the dynamic flow of the human form. While
it may appear that the model is in motion, the pose was actually
done from a static position lying on the ground while the artist
worked from a ladder above the staging.
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Floor 
Upasana Chandra
Second-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

Gary loved coffee.
“There’s nothing better than caffeine
coursing through your veins
to really make you feel alive,”
he’d say.
When I’d met him,
the chemotherapy coursing through his veins
(and the radiation seeping into his skin)
was all that kept him alive.
I’d asked him: “Can I get you a cup?” –
one of the few things I was allowed to do.
I wanted to feel useful,
and he loved his coffee.
“No” was his response.
“I wouldn’t be able to taste it.”
(“I don’t taste much these days.”
– The chemo’s fault.)
Phillip was his best friend –
for more than 30 years, they’d often remind me.
He never missed an appointment,
every Wednesday afternoon:
newspaper in one hand,
the other a comfort on Gary’s shoulder.
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Floor 00 - Chandra

I was only a stranger,
but I’d be there, too –
stand-in support for all who came and went
through Floor 00
(Radiation Oncology).
There was Sabita,
who shared her name with my grandmother
as well as her tenacity.
Her husband had only a few years left,
but they were here to extend that.
Liam was only 6.
6 was also the number of family members
who’d come with him each week for his treatment.
Mom, Dad, 2 brothers, Grandma,
and Wyatt – his therapy dog.
A lifetime ago, Joyce had her own cooking school.
Now, food was hard to keep down –
but her recipes still lived on,
as treats for her nurses and doctors
crafted by her daughter,
neatly arranged inside Tupperware.
And so many others,
never an empty chair
or a quiet day.
They all had their stories,
cancer in the role of villain –
but never once allowing those malignant cells
to author the narrative.
Floor 00: a battleground –
victories as frequent as losses –
patients, the steadfast soldiers,
and I a bystander,
with her listening ear,
a shoulder to cry on,
arms full of blankets –
and coffee.
Volume 1 - 2019
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Masking the Pain and Hunger by Huffing Fuel in Uganda- Pamela S. Tipler, DO

The slums of Kampala, Uganda, are stricken with homelessness,
disease, and hunger. Hundreds of children live in the slums,
whether they are orphans or were abandoned or ran away from
abusive homes. These children huff fuel fumes in old bottles to stay
intoxicated so that they don’t feel hunger or pain. This photo not
only shows the sadness in a child’s eyes as he huffs these fumes but
also reflects hope as we are there to help him get off the streets.
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DNR
Aron E. Siegelson
Third-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia
We enter your room with expectations.
Do you suspect, like we do, death?
I remember the first time death came through those doors,
Like you just did.
It wasn’t you though.
No, he was much smaller than you.
In fact, he’d only been alive as long as you’ve been dying.
His mother screamed as if she’d been born again in that hallway—
Baptized in a flood of grief and tears.
That’s not how Christmas is supposed to be, but God
works in mysterious ways.
At least that’s what the nurse said.
I tend to think it’s less complicated than that.
Yes, many years have come to you.
Many have left you as well.
Now here you are, years run out, alone at the edge of time.
But how can that be when you look at us standing in a line before you?
Don’t you see us through dimming fluorescent lights?
Or do you see the ones you want to see?
The ones who are not here—
A million reasons not to be…
Maybe some because of you.
Can you see the lines that connect us, clear as every heartbeat—
Yours and ours and yours—
as you float between here and there?
Can you see how after this, your line ends?
Can you see the lines on the screen?
Proof of life.
They go this way and that.
Now flat.
*Do Not Resuscitate*
Volume 1 - 2019
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M1: The First Three Months
Natalie M. Bertrand
First-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

We came with expectations,
We’re passionate, headstrong.
We thought getting C’s was going to be a breeze,
But what we thought was wrong.
We thought this would all come easy,
Like everything we used to do,
We all thought Prasad was definitely a god,
Well I think that much was true.
We know to survive we need sleep and food,
Yet it’s only coffee we seek.
Thankfully for the interest groups,
We have pizza three days a week.
For some reason if you ECHO,
You’re now on a separate team.
You can’t associate with class dwellers,
Except to post a meme.
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M1: My First Three Months - Bertrand

Radiology and Ultrasound:
A bunch of black and white blurs.
Histology’s at least got color,
But not something anyone prefers.
We cannot hurt our patients,
because so far they’ve all been fake.
“Let me pretend to listen to your heart,
For this wrong diagnosis I’ll make.”
We’ve done some inexplicable things,
Like examining people’s prostates.
We’ve learned more than my brain can take,
Like pathways, cases, and flow rates.
I think my excitement was a little premature,
As med school is something I’ve flaunted.
I laugh to myself when I remember,
This was all I ever wanted.
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Education Commons - Rabeea Ahmad

This photograph was taken at some point during our first module
of M1, Cellular and Molecular Basis of Medicine, inside the
Harrison Education Commons where medical students spend their
first two preclinical years. The rays of light caught my eye and I
wanted to capture the moment.
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Distracted by Study
Kyler Roy Herrington
First-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

Have we been too distracted by study?
Or has the thought to us occurred?
The very ones we pause to study,
Wait patiently to be interred.
Have we been too distracted by study?
Or have we imagined their families?
Before they came to us for study,
They were more than mere memories.
Have we been too distracted by study?
Or have we considered their current states?
Beyond observation of bodies we study,
We should wonder about their souls’ fates.
Have we been too distracted by study?
Or have we been gripped by the gravity?
Ultimately, all of our diligent study,
Will come to end by death’s reality.
Have we been too distracted by study?
Or do we know we shall be like them?
No more time will be left for us to study,
We must admit this does seem grim.
If we’ve been too distracted by study,
It might be prudent to stop and reflect.
We aim to improve this life with our study,
But does it serve any purpose for the next?
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Above the Sea of Clouds
Griffen I. Allen
Second-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

“Like plunderers of fabled cities, they seemed, immured in treasure
vaults where there is no escape. Amongst these frozen jewels they
were wandering, rich beyond all dreams, but doomed.”
Night Flight, Antoine de Saint-Expupéry

W

e are all doomed from the
moment we are born. Doomed
both to death and to life.
Doomed to be compelled to action. Doomed
to moral choice. Doomed to the risk of
being a “mere heap.” Doomed to have to
do the work to fashion yourself to prevent
this. To be someone that at each moment
must choose to be someone rather than no
one. We each have our brief moment like
an aviator soaring at midnight in a burning
plane above a sea of clouds before gravity
pulls us back down again to be broken up
amongst the dark waves. Scattered. We
create a self, we tell a story, we strive daily,
only to have this self, this story, this entire
act of conatus smashed apart with only
ripples as evidence it was ever once whole,
was once something. Then it is pulled
below the waves and forgotten slowly as the
ripples grow farther and farther apart. This
is the human condition. To briefly witness
the beautiful menagerie of meaning at the
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cost of their inevitable death. To have your
story be repeated for a little while and then
slowly fade away into the dark as those who
felt its impact themselves fade. That eternal
moment is as beautiful as it is fleeting. So
what do you do with your moment that will
be forever your short testament that you
once stood, lived, and breathed?
A problem that arises when people try
to answer this question is the presence of
the great illusion that they can control this
story all own their own. Like a doomed
plane pitched into the storm, so quickly can
the rudder break, the engine stall, and fuel
disappear. You have to play the hand you
are dealt, and sometimes the game isn’t fair.
Doomed to write a story while someone is
trying to steal your pen. Medicine makes
this fact particularly clear both to those
who suffer and those who attend to this
suffering. In seconds, in days, in years, in a
lifetime one finds how quickly a lifetime of

Above the Sea of Clouds - Allen

the work self-constitution is broken. How
often you can’t save yourself, how often you
can’t save anyone. How much you can’t heal
or be healed. Patient or doctor.
There will be ruptures in both my own
life and others I cannot heal. I will spend
much of my adult life working to beat
back suffering and death only to witness
how inevitable suffering and death are in
my own life and others. This decision is
my act of self-constitution. My attempt to
be something rather than nothing, but I
know that everything I do will amount to
nothing in the end. Every impact I have
on this world will eventually be diluted
and forgotten. The only thing I fear more
than that is it’ll be a bad story before it is
mercifully forgotten. It is one of my deepest
fears that I will be not only impotent in the

face of suffering but be a font of suffering
myself. I am a person who likes to maintain
a tight control over my life. I have things
planned out. I avoid ruptures in this plan
where possible, and for those I cannot avoid
I hope for resilience. But like the storm that
sweeps away a doomed aviator I fear that I
am going to be swept away and that all my
skill and effort will be meaningless in the
faces of forces I cannot control. However,
like that doomed aviator I can take comfort
in the quiet moment of my life amongst the
stars. I can see each one as a chance for my
life to briefly mean something, and in that
single moment I will be able to make my
small difference on the world. There will be
patients I fail, my life will not go as planned,
but I can at least sit back and imagine myself
happy while I can. Happy, but doomed.
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Waiting in Line- Bharat Sanders

Local Cusqueña women, often with babies swaddled in their many
colorful layers of fabric, are waiting to be seen by a physician in a
mobile clinic.
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Doctor’s Office - Bharat Sanders

Cusco’s wealth is concentrated in its tourist areas while its many
outlying residents suffer from a lack of access to resources including
adequate healthcare. Here, an abandoned school building is
converted into a mobile health clinic; this dedicated Cusqueño
physician sees many patients and families in a day to try and tackle
their many comorbidities – his office is wherever he chooses to be.
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Type 1
Calvin W. Pennywell, Jr.
Administrative staff
Dental College of Georgia

I wasn’t scared, but alert,
unsure of the happening.
She was sweating from her face,
her eyes were falling down.
Reaching for cheap Fiddle Faddle
and a half empty Gatorade bottle,
she swallowed, gulped.
When she bottoms, nothing else matters
but maple syrup—the quickest cure
for Hypoglycemia. No one wants to see this
posted under a photo stream
of burning Nikes or screen shots
of our President’s tweets.
I want to keep her eye lids open.
We have a wedding to plan,
Others to RSVP,
concerts to bellow out
our favorite ballads,
melting our bodies twenty years ago.
We can’t plan a coma
she might find herself in
or stop the Snickers bar
from not being enough.
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Type 1 - Pennywell

One day, on a date to the movies
or a dark restaurant downtown,
I’ll have to stop at Walgreens,
grab the soda, wait for the sugar to climb.
Before we eat the French onion soup,
I’ll take the syringe, remove the caps,
retract the insulin, pluck the needle,
remove the bubbles, stick the hip
or triceps. I repeat this process once in a while,
get the hang of hanging in there,
make her pain my own to hold
in the car outside of the theater
while she wears the blue dress
with white birds, me
sporting the new coat,
waiting for life to cooperate
just once.
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Shattered
Joseph Elphingstone (artwork)
Vamsi Reddy (poem)
Second-year medical students
Medical College of Georgia

metal bends and rarely breaks
ceramic breaks but does not bend
I treated your heart like metal
and didn’t expect the cuts on my hands
when it shattered
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The Dark
Benjamin M. Brown
Medical illustration student
College of Allied Health Sciences

Were there more hours in a day,
She would still stay in bed and lay,
The weight of her thoughts so leaden,
As to in her view, the world deaden.
No cause it seems, just Autumn,
And she falls as the leaves to ground’s bottom.
No tears, no pain, just nothingness,
No cure for this seasonal illness.
Food tastes like funeral flowers,
Clouds roll in with no shade or showers.
It will as always pass in due course,
While all we can offer is love and remorse.
This is the life of my Mother,
Whom Depression visits to smother.
I too have inherited the dark,
But we persevere despite the mark.
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The Skogman Protocol
Chesley-Anne Kemp
Clinical laboratory sciences student
College of Allied Health Sciences

S

arah tried in vain to steady her shaking
hands as she pipetted the DNase
solution into the tiny tube; her hands
always shook when she was pipetting. The
pipette tip knocked against the sides of the
tube as she expelled the liquid. One tube
down, five more to go. Hopefully, it would
work this time. She had lost count of how
many times she had attempted the RNA
purification over the course of the semester.
It wasn’t even the actual experiment, it was
preparation for the experiment, and every
time her preparations had failed; she couldn’t
figure out what she was doing wrong. She
wanted to scream with frustration as week
after week she had to go to Dr. Baines—
her research professor—to tell her that the
experiment still wasn’t working.
Last tube done. She hurried to set the tray
containing the tubes in the incubator and
set the timer. Forty-five minutes this time.
She had tried the longer incubation time
before, but to no avail. Maybe this time it
would work. If not, she was running out of
RNA. And if she ran out, she would have to
extract more RNA, and that would take time
she didn’t have. Finals were approaching
rapidly, and she needed to study for her
classes. Her chest started to get tight as
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she made a mental list of all the things that
needed to be done over the coming weeks.
She tossed her gloves in the biohazard
waste bin and sat down at the table outside
the research lab to wait. After rummaging
in her bag for her book, she tried to settle
down to read. She knew she probably ought
to be studying, but it was almost impossible
to concentrate on her homework in the
lab. But even her book couldn’t keep her
attention tonight as her mind continued to
race frantically.
Gradually, she became aware of how quiet
the building was. Normally, during the day,
there were lots of students here studying
for their classes. Now, at 8:00 PM, everyone
had gone home for the day, and Sarah was
the only one left. She would have preferred
not to be working this late but had been
busy with classes and meetings all day.
Tomorrow she had promised to go home
with her roommate, Lisa, so she wouldn’t be
able to do experiments over the weekend.
This was her only chance. She smiled to
herself, remembering Lisa’s enthusiasm as
she enumerated their weekend plans.
The silence roared in Sarah’s ears. The
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darkened hallway loomed like a black hole,
sucking away the light over the study area.
Sarah’s spine crawled. A door slammed.
She started. She stared down the hallway.
“Probably just a professor leaving late,” she
reasoned with herself. All the same, she
returned her book to the bag and went back
into the lab and shut the door behind her,
listening to hear the lock click. She sat down
on a chair next to the microscope. She felt
much safer behind closed doors. She put
in her headphones and cranked up One
Republic, trying to drown out the silence.
An hour later, she began preparing her
newly purified samples for PCR. The results
of the PCR would tell her whether or not
she had successfully removed the DNA
contamination from the RNA.
“PCR, huh?” said a voice behind her.
Sarah whipped around, nearly stabbing the
boy with her pipette tip. He backed up, bluegloved hands in the air, grinning.
“Sorry, didn’t mean to scare you!”
She eyed him warily, keeping her pipette
raised. He looked about her year, but she
didn’t recognize him from any of her
classes. Of course, there were a lot of biology
students so that wasn’t saying much. Also, to
be in the lab, he had to have the code for the
door, which meant that he must be involved
in research. She lowered the pipette.
“It’s okay,” she said, removing her
headphones, “I get kind of jumpy at night.
My music was a bit loud, so I guess I didn’t

hear you come in.”
“I don’t blame you for that. It gets kind
of creepy up here at night. I was glad to
see someone else was here.” He went to
the incubator and pulled out a petri dish.
He held it up to the light, examining the
bacterial growth on the plate. There was a
small paper disk in the middle of the plate,
surrounded by a clearing where no bacteria
grew. Sarah recognized it as a disk diffusion
assay. The disk had been loaded with some
kind of antibacterial compound, and the
lack of bacterial growth around the disk
showed where it had killed the bacteria.
“Not bad,” he said, and put the plate back
into the incubator. “So, what’re you doing?
PCR?,” he asked.
She explained how she was trying to purify
RNA. “But it’s not working very well. The
PCR keeps showing that I still have DNA
contamination. I’ve tried incubating it
longer, but it doesn’t help.”
The boy frowned, his brown hair falling
across his eyes as his brow furrowed in
concentration. “I used to do PCR a lot.
Maybe it’s a problem with your primers?
The primers might be showing up as a DNA
band on your gel.”
“Maybe. I’ve tried using less of the primer,
but that didn’t help either.” She scowled
as she ejected a used pipette tip into the
“sharps” container.
“Do you have any samples that you know
contain DNA? What if you used that as a
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control?”
Sarah paused in her work, considering his
suggestion. “That could work,” she said
slowly. “I do have some DNA. If I ran it
alongside my samples, that could show
me whether there are separate bands due
to the primers or DNA.” Immediately, she
went over to the freezer to retrieve her
DNA. “Thanks, that’s brilliant!” She turned
around, but he was gone.
Funny, she hadn’t heard the door shut.
She shrugged and returned to work. It had
been nice to have someone to talk to, even
if it was only for a minute or two. In a few
more minutes, she was done, and she left the
science building, eager to escape the silence
and darkened hallways. She would let the
PCR run overnight and check the results
tomorrow.
***
She looked at her gels with glee. For the
DNA sample, there were two distinct bands,
one from DNA, and one from the primers.
For all of her RNA samples, there was only
one band from the primers. Her purification
had worked. The problem had been the
primers after all. She was strongly tempted
to dance around the lab, and made a mental
note to thank the boy the next time she ran
into him.
After her classes, she went to find Dr.
Baines, to tell her the good news. As she had
expected, her professor was thrilled.
“Excellent!” said the professor, examining
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the picture of the gel that Sarah was showing
her. “Next semester you can work on the
gene expression, then.”
Sarah stayed a few moments longer,
discussing the plan for next semester, her
head spinning with all the new techniques
she would have to learn. She had to remind
herself that at the beginning of this semester,
she hadn’t known how to do PCR either.
Finally, she got up to leave. As always, she
glanced around the office. Her professor
had interesting things in her office:
stuffed animals in the shape of bacteria,
a cross-stitch of a bacteriophage, weird
microbiology memes, and the occasional
picture given her by former students. One
picture in particular caught Sarah’s eye. It
was a picture of the professor and a group
of students standing outside the Colosseum.
It must have been one of the study abroad
trips to Italy. But what caught her eye was
the face of a boy standing at the end, with
shaggy brown hair and a wide grin. “Who’s
that?” she asked, pointing at the boy.
The professor looked, and sighed. “That was
John Skogman. He was one of my research
students a few years ago, right before you
started school here. Brilliant student. But
he was hit and killed by a drunk driver
right before graduation his senior year. His
roommate said he had been working late in
the lab. He must have been walking back to
his apartment when it happened. He laid the
groundwork for the research you’re doing
now, Sarah.”
Sarah barely heard the last few words. She
was racing down the stairs, out of the science
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building, resolving never to do research
alone late at night again.
***
It was a year later, nearly finals. Graduation
was a few weeks away, and Sarah was shaking,
with nerves this time, as she waited her turn
to present. She was at a research conference
preparing to share the results of her work
over the past few semesters. Scanning the
crowd, she grinned to see Lisa giving her
a thumbs up. Finally, it was her turn, and

she stood at the podium as the moderator
introduced her. Fighting to keep her knees
from knocking, she began her presentation.
As she spoke, meeting the eyes of various
people in the audience, she locked gaze with
one in particular—a boy with shaggy brown
hair. He was grinning at her, and as their
eyes met, he winked. She stumbled, glanced
at her notes, and continued the presentation.
As she finished, and the audience began
applauding, she looked in his direction
again. He was gone.
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Eye - Benjamin M. Brown

Eye is a digital rendering created in Photoshop. The piece was created to demonstrate use of lighting and texture in a photorealistic
context.
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Sisyphus, Lispro, Aspart, Glargine
Kathleen Herring
Third-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

Cheating death comes at a price
Chest pains, sweat, SOB
The man stares at the wall
The physician replies to Epic
Remember to take your
Sisyphus, Lispro, Aspart, Glargine
The medical student stands in the corner
No one puts baby in the corner
The physician replies to Epic
Remember to take your
Sisyphus, Lispro, Aspart, Glargine
2 years of MCQs, 2X speed videos, and scores
Internet boards confirm classmate’s lunch gossip
A number can open and close doors
I reply to the empty study room
Must learn all about
Sisyphus, Lispro, Aspart, Glargine
The physician leaves. I stay in the room.
Patient can’t pay the bills. Pharmacy closed.
Insurance won’t cover it.
I nod. I try. I am carrying rocks uphill.
Remember to take your
Sisyphus, Lispro, Aspart, Glargine
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Valhalla
Cole Owens
Third-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

A winter night, a fog of white,
A battalion in disrepair;
Sobs of anguish, pain, and fright,
A symphony of despair
Determination lines the face
Of tired legionnaires
Fighting to complete the race
When a voice lifts up in prayer“Dear god,” it cried, “I beg of you!
Let not this be the end!
The devil speaks of revenue
I cannot comprehend,
To you I cast this bitter news
For on you we now depend
So many dreams I’ve had to lose,
But I cannot bear a friend.”
A hush becomes the crowd below
As a voice creaks from above
“For you, my dear, I shall bestow
My hand of healing love;
For all my children I save a thread
Of heart within my glove,
But all must will the charge ahead
Or greet the morning with the dove!”
Lo, the serpent hissed!
Its venom coursing deep within
Dancing, singing, twisting
Through the corpse beneath the skin
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When a crack of lightning rent the night
And life rained through the wind
A dewdrop caught the light
And softly purged the flesh of sin
The cavalry stood wordlessly
Eyes wide with fear and wonder
The Captain laughed acerbically,
“Too long you fools have slumbered!
Wake up! I say, wake up!
The cards are played, and we outnumbered
Our enemies send their regards
-or hear ye not the thunder?”
A rumble rose in every soul
As before them lurched the horde
A nightmare dredged from wretched hole
No light had dare explored
Above the crash of awful might,
The grizzled Captain roared,
“Soldiers! Lash your armor tight!
Hoist shield and draw your sword!”
Love meets Hate and Agony
Three brothers from long ago
While Faith stares down the dragon’s teeth
At the fires of Rage below
Hope makes a plea of Misery
Who answers with his bow
While Fate holds the battered helm of Peace
Bleeding into the snow
Silhouette in the rising sun
A flag of white, stained red
The night is done, the battle won
The Captain gone to bed
Valkyries clear the field of gore
‘Till the moon avows the dead
A masterpiece by the Heart of War;
He smiles, and bows His Head.
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Telephone - Rabeea Ahmad

This photograph was taken on the first day of my M1 year
following orientation. I was feeling a mixture of emotions that day,
and the telephone caught my eye, along with the railroad tracks
behind it. It was a view I got used to seeing everyday over the
course of the year.
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A Brave New Operating Room
Benjamin Daniel, Nicholas J. Austin
Third-year medical students
Medical College of Georgia

A

red light blinks in the center of the
ceiling. The light is rimmed by a
black polymer speaker giving it the
appearance of an eye with a black cornea
and red pupil. “Patient 173742 is entering
momentarily. What is the requested
procedure?” The accent is an American’s
poor attempt at Queen’s English.
Dr. Ernest Lin looks up to the scarlet
eye. “Laparoscopic appendectomy under
general anest –”
“Demographics first, Dr. Lin,” The eye
hums in the sweet tone you hear from a
store manager who thanks you while really
telling you to go to hell.
“Okay, Mr. Mulvaney patient number
173742 is a 28-year-old –”
“Race before age, Dr. Lin.”
“But you wanted age before race in the last
–”
“Dr. Lin, as I am sure you understand, the
last patient was on Ultracare. This patient
is on Supracaid, a completely different
insurance with completely different rules.”

The condescension came from the speaker
like water from a fire hose, dousing the
team.
Dr. Lin side eyes his medical student,
Garrett, who is staring agape up at the
speaker drinking in the condescension.
It is Garret’s first surgery. His brain can
barely comprehend the concept of a sterile
field, much less an argumentative speaker.
Dr. Lin replies in a measured tone, “Mr.
Mulvaney patient number 173742 is a
CAUCASIAN 28-year-old male who is here
for a laparoscopic appendectomy under
general anesthesia.”
There is a long pause. The red eye blinks
once, “Very well.”
The wall in front of the surgical team
is composed of rows and columns of
small doors. It beeps and seven different
containers open. Simultaneously, two video
monitors drop down from slots in the
ceiling. The scrub tech and circulator reach
into the containers pulling out the various
materials needed for the surgery from
instruments to gowns to gloves. A moment
later there is a faint sucking noise. Garrett
looks to the adjacent wall as a door opens
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into the positively pressured fuselage that is
their surgical suite.

on, Garrett tries to jam his hand in too
forcefully ripping the thumb.

A platform slides into the room upon a
hitherto unseen track that runs through
the center of the room. Upon the platform
lays an unconscious patient intubated
and connected to a machine that looks
quite similar to the models used thirty
years ago. The only difference is that this
machine is operated by algorithms instead
anesthesiologists.

“Request for an additional pair of 7 Gel-Bio
gloves for Garret Schnuck, medical stu–”

The platform slides to a stop in the center
of the room with a click, right in front of
Garrett. “Hey!” the scrub tech, Laura, hisses.
Garrett looks up and realizes that he is the
only one not prepared for surgery. “Are you
scrubbing in or what?” She asks. “We have
time deadlines, you know.”
“Yes. Of course. Sorry.” Garrett stutters as he
leaps towards two rings mounted in a corner
of the room. He quickly runs his arms in
and out of them twice, being careful not to
let the rings touch him. By the second pass,
the modified ultraviolet radiation from the
rings has destroyed any antibiotic resistant
microbes on his hands, and most are these
days.
He returns to the scrub tech, and she begins
to assist him getting gowned.
From above, “Efficiency violation in two
minutes, if first incision is not made,
Dr. Lin.” Dr. Lin looks at the scrub tech
pleadingly. She glances up apologetically.
The first glove is on, and not without some
struggle. As the second glove is halfway
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“One minute until efficiency violation.”
“Just give me the scalpel Laura. Garrett,
you can assist on the next surgery.” Dr. Lin
says quickly. Laura rips open the equipment
box, slaps a scalpel blade onto a handle, and
practically throws it at Dr. Lin who catches
it deftly. He makes a small incision just
below the belly button.
As Dr. Lin begins to insert the necessary
trocars, he starts to dictate the surgery as
it is happening, eliminating the need for
charting between surgeries. The red eye
blinks, pleased. A loud clacking sound
comes from over Garret’s shoulder, keeping
time with Dr. Lin’s dictation. The student
resists at first, then looks.
Four hefty gentlemen sit in a single row
of cushioned chairs near the ceiling of the
room. Three of the men are more or less
silent, peering over their glass barrier with
indifference. One slurps lazily on a big gulp
that he picks up from one of his chair’s
many cup-holders. The fourth man attacks
his keyboard occasionally with his right
hand and holds up a speech recognition
device with his left. The man’s nametag
shows a monosyllabic name in small print
that might read “Chad” under a much
larger fluorescent logo that states proudly
“SUPRACAID.” At first, Garrett is puzzled.
The man is not typing. That’s clear because
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he only uses one key, and only when Dr. Lin
breaks from his dictation to ask for a tool
or inquire about something to Laura. Then,
the plump man repeatedly stabs at the top
right corner of his computer keyboard.
“…supine position, the patient was prepped
and SCOPE UP draped in a sterile fashion.
An infraumbilical ZOOM IN midline
incision MORE was made and carried
down to the fascia…”
Garrett wonders if the sole purpose of this
man’s job is to delete out anything that Dr.
Lin says that is not dictation.
“Garrett, you see that?” Dr. Lin asks, yanking
Garrett’s attention back to the surgery.
On the monitor, a laparoscopic grasping
forceps has ensnared an angry worm-like
structure that is clinging to the backside of
the ascending colon. Around the worm is a
small pool of a yellow substance that could
have passed for toxic waste in a B-side SciFi movie from the early two thousands.
“Did we know –” Garrett starts.
“Midway point of the surgery met.” The red
eye states from above.
“Midway point met.” Dr. Lin repeats
and then looks at Garrett waiting for his
response.
“Did we know that the appendix was
ruptured prior to surgery, Sir?”
“We were suspicious. The patient reported
pain several times over the last few years,

but avoided coming to the hospital.” As Dr.
Lin spoke, Garrett could hear a displeased
tapping sound from Chad as he deleted
this non-dictation filth from the record.
“Damn thing is retrocecal.” More angry
clacking from above. “Sorry… Appendix
presents retrocecally, currently attempting
to remove from the posterior aspect of the
ascending colon.”
Garrett watches intently as Dr. Lin struggles
to get the parasitic appendix off its colonic
host. He is no longer dictating, since he
is struggling to make any progress. It is
clear that this is a chronic problem; the
intestine and surrounding structures are
stuck to the lining of the abdominal cavity
with a mess of shiny, web-like adhesions.
Garrett is in awe of Dr. Lin’s deft usage of
his laparoscopic instruments to corral this
pathological creature.
The red pupil lights up, “Dr. Lin, appropriate
stoppage time in five minutes.”
“Understood.”
“Please use closed loop communication,
Dr. Lin.”
The muscles in Ernest Lin’s jaw protrude
under his mask as he chews on the hatred
he feels for the voice above him. He then
spits out, “Understood, stoppage time in
five minutes.”
Dr. Lin continues to struggle to find the
origin of this retrocecal appendix. He has
been chopping through adhesions like an
explorer would chop through vines in the
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Amazon, not that there is much vegetation
left in that area nowadays. Garrett’s fingers
start to tingle as he realizes his hands have
been clenched for some time as he silently
roots on Dr. Lin.
“Dr. Lin, appropriate stoppage time in two
minutes.”
“Understood,
minutes.”

stoppage

time

in

two

Leaning forward, Garrett attempts to see
the monitor more clearly. Dr. Lin has
successfully dissected out about 7cm of
inflamed appendix, but the rest of the
appendix is nearly indistinguishable from
the surface of the colon. The room is still
silent except for the sound of the backspace
key whenever Dr. Lin curses under his
breath.
A small area of perspiration is accumulating
on Dr. Lin’s glasses on the portions closest
to his nose. “Dr. Lin, appropriate stoppage
time officially exceeded, beginning financial
sanctions.”
Dr. Lin grunts a response, “Understood,
appropriate stoppage time –”
“Dr. Lin, I am unable to understand –”
“UNDERSTOOD, appropriate stoppage
time OFFICIALLY exceeded, beginning of
financial sanctions.”
“Good, five percent compensation docked.”
The pupil flashes. Dr. Lin responds closing
the loop. The door opposite from where the
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patient entered opens causing more air to
be sucked out of the room. Through the
door, Garrett can see two nurses in scrubs
waiting next to monitors, but no bed. The
track in the center the floor continues from
the surgical suite into that room and stops
right where the missing bed is supposed to
be.
Garrett glances back at the monitor. Dr. Lin
has made a lot of progress and most of the
appendix is now separated from the colon.
Dr. Lin asks for the linear cutter stapler
from Laura and prepares to get out the
diseased organ.
“Two minutes past stoppage time. Ten
percent compensation docked.” The red eye
croons. Dr. Lin repeats the statement. Laura
and the circulator both look at Dr. Lin with
pained expressions. From the doorway one
of the nurses calls out, “Come on Dr. Lin,
we’ve got deadlines too.”
Dr. Lin doesn’t look away from the screen
where he has nearly snared the worm with
his linear cutter stapler, “I know, I know.
One more second.”
As he aims his shot to cut out the appendix,
the table begins to move towards the next
room. It knocks Dr. Lin’s cut off ever so
slightly leaving a small stump of appendix
protruding from the colon. Garrett notices
this, and opens his mouth to speak up.
“Thank god.” Dr. Lin exhales. Garrett
catches his words in his throat.
The table continues to move and the surgical
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crew moves with it as they try to finish the
surgery before the table leaves the sterile
field. Dr. Lin hurriedly inserts an endocatch
bag and yanks out the appendix. He then
releases the trocars and the air left in the
patient’s abdomen escapes with a flatulent
whoosh. Laura follows after him stapling
the incisions and removing the drapes on
the patient.
The crew finishes up the procedure, and
the patient slides out of the surgical suite.
The door closes. Dr. Lin turns to the man
near the ceiling of the room and finishes his
dictation.
“Case dictation complete. Ten percent
compensation lost. Next case, five minutes.”
The red eye exclaims triumphantly. Under
the triumph is the hint of disappointment
that it couldn’t have been fifteen percent.
“Understood. Next case five minutes.” Dr.
Lin replies absentmindedly, as he rips off
his gown and throws it into a nearby bin.
Dr. Lin begins to stretch, readying himself.
So does the rest of the crew. Garrett stands
in the corner of the room, massaging his
forehead, thinking. He is clearly conflicted.
Garrett approaches Dr. Lin meekly, “Dr.

Lin?”
“Yes?”
“I’m a little confused by that case. Doesn’t
the research support that leaving the base of
the appendix increases the risk of recurrent
appendicitis?”
“Indeed it does, Garrett. It would also
mean that we would receive a two hundred
percent compensation dockage and be
vulnerable to multiple lawsuits.”
“Then, why did you –”
Dr. Line looks up at the ceiling, “What does
the chart say?”
The red eye obliges, the tone like speaking
to an old friend, “Total laparoscopic
appendectomy of a rectrocecal appendix.”
Dr. Lin stares directly at Garrett until
Garrett averts his eyes. Garrett glances
at the ground for moment gathering his
courage. He looks up defiantly at the eye.
Garrett wants to muster up all of his will to
call out this injustice, this corruption.
Before Garrett can will his lips to move, the
eye blinks indifferently, “Patient 173743
entering momentarily…”
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A Gift
Vamsi Reddy
Second-year medical student
Medical College of Georgia

He sat on the sidewalk,
6 years old, lollipop firmly in his cheek.
A husky gentleman walked by,
his daughter’s delicate hand cradled in his.
She glanced at the boy on the sidewalk,
her longing eyes lingering on his candy.
The boy thought, paused, and
reached into his jeans pocket clumsily.
He took out another, ran up to them, placed it in her hand,
and ran away, cheeks flushed.
A gift
She sat in class scribbling notes, 15 years old.
First day of 10th grade - “no distractions this year,” she told herself.
Just then she heard a noise.
“Pssst pssssssst,” whispered the boy next to her.
“Hey, can I borrow a pencil?”
She locked eyes with him for just the briefest second.
Matted brown hair, with a smile dancing on his lips — dang he’s cute!
A similar smile found its way across her face as
she delicately lifted a pencil from her pouch.
She tacitly placed it in his hand.
A gift
He stood in front of an old mirror coated with fingerprints,
23 years old, fidgeting as he adjusted and readjusted and readjusted his tie.
The day before he had asked the blessing of a husky gentleman.
He pulled a tiny black box out of his pocket and
as he glanced down at three whole months of his salary,
butterflies did cartwheels in his stomach.
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“Don’t forget to breathe,” he whispered under his breath
Breathe In - Breathe Out - Here we go
An hour later he placed a ring on her hand as tears pooled in her eyes.
A promise of forever.
A gift
She stared down at her belly, 25 years old.
Ooh a kick, oh there’s another
“Man, he must be swimming in there,”
she said to her husband as he leaned down,
his gentle hands warm to touch.
He planted a soft kiss upon her stomach.
Those same warm hands gripped hers throughout her labor
and soft lips kissed her forehead afterwards.
A beautiful baby boy took his first breaths of life,
staring up with his mother’s blue eyes and father’s goofy smile.
A gift
The years passed, slowly at first, and then seemingly all at once.
A sales rep and a homemaker,
they lived between the birthdays and anniversaries,
both entwined in each other and the subtleties that life provided.
The wrinkles came gracefully.
Through the Thanksgiving dinners and Easter egg hunts,
as grandchildren played tag between their legs;
tears and laughter filled each of their lives to the brim.
A gift
Even today,
As the lights flicker on in the anatomy lab and students file in,
the sound of gloves and unzipping bags fill the room.
There they are, tables 9 and 10, resting next to each other.
A promise of forever is still being fulfilled
at the Medical College of Georgia.
Their bodies provide us with invaluable experiences
and teach us countless lessons.
A gift
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
The Antidote is a yearly publication. We welcome literary and art submissions from students,
faculty, and staff from the health sciences community at Augusta University. All submissions
will be peer reviewed through a double-blinded process by an editorial board staffed with
faculty reviewers and medical students. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact mcg.narrativemedicine@gmail.com.
General Considerations. Authors should present their material completely and clearly.
All works should be written and presented in an accessible style to address a wide audience. Authors should be prepared for active correspondence with The Antidote editors
concerning revisions during the review process. Each author may submit up to 3 submissions.
Cover Page. A cover page must accompany the submission and must contain the following information:
• Type of work (Prose, Poetry, Visual Arts, etc.)
• Title of the work
• Date of submission
• Author list
◆ Include in the byline all those who have co-authored the paper, if applicable.
◆ Names (first name, middle initial, last name), formal titles, affiliations,
academic degrees, mailing addresses, phone numbers, and email addresses
for all authors
◆ Author names should ONLY appear on the cover page. They should not
appear anywhere in the body of work or in headers or footers in the paper.
• Word count
◆ Writings should be fewer than 2,000 words, submitted in Microsoft Word
format.
◆ Poems should be fewer than 75 lines, submitted in Microsoft Word format.
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Written Submissions. Text portions of the work should be single-spaced, with one-inch
margins. All pages should be numbered with no other text in the header or footer area.
Please save the submission in the following format:
Title (or abbreviated title)_Author’s Last Name.doc(x)
Visual Arts Submissions. All visual arts submissions must include a short artist statement, which should provide context for the work by including information such as the
medium used, motivation for the work, any background stories, intended messages, etc.
All photographs and artwork should be submitted as a JPEG file (we will contact for a
high-quality file format later). Please save the submission in the following format:
Title (or abbreviated title)_Author’s Last Name.jpeg
References. If applicable, all references should be cited according to the American Medical Association style. Accuracy and completeness of references are the responsibilities of
the author(s).
Review Process. All submissions will be peer reviewed through a double-blinded process
by an editorial board staffed with faculty reviewers and medical students. The editorial
board will review contributions for originality, style, content, and fit for the specific issue.
Proofs. Page proofs will be provided in Adobe PDF format and sent directly to the corresponding author near the end of the reviewing process. A timely author’s approval must
be made in order for the work to be published in the current issue. If changes are requested, authors must clearly identify all corrections, revisions, and additions. All changes are
subject to editorial review.
Patient Consent/Confidentiality. Our confidentiality policy is strictly based on the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). As a rule, authors/
artists should protect the confidentiality of all people whose personal details may be revealed without their consent.
Submission Deadline. Please send all submissions and correspondence to the editors at
mcg.narrativemedicine@gmail.com by October 31st to be included in the upcoming
issue.
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“The person who takes medicine must
recover twice, once from the disease
and once from the medicine”
Sir William Osler
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